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HEADLINE:

Slow White 15 Boston 13
Boston, MA

On a cold and windy night at Teddy Ebersol field, Slow White held on to take a wild 15-13 win

over Boston in the Ultimate Showcase Mixed Division series. Mike Miller, captain of US Silver

Medalist and World Bronze Medalist Slow White, led the way with several hucks (long throws)

for goals, including a 50 yard hammer throw (picture a frisbee being thrown like a football) to

Evan Patisteas for the game winner. Rosie Ano, Christina Allain, and Steve Sullivan provided

big contributions on offense. Seth Mann and Mike Rozinsky contributed several blocks.

After falling behind 2-0 to the Slow White short passing game, Boston went on a 4-0 run, led by

David “Salsa” Turell's 40 yard strike to Shmi Narayan. Emily Walton sprinted deep to snag

several goals during the mini-run. However Boston faltered, misconnecting on short cross-

gender throws as Slow White went on an astounding 11-2 run bringing the score to 13-6. From

there, momentum shifted once again as Boston upped the defensive intensity and began to

connect with their long game to their bigger, taller receivers. Micah Flynn, Keegan Uhl, and

Hunt Allcott went over smaller defenders to bring down some long throws. Flynn tossed a 40

yard hammer to Jin Ding, Keegan hit Flynn twice, Kelvin Schleif hit Uhl and suddenly the score

was close. Slow White had beautiful flow as almost all seven of their players touched the disc to

bring the score to 14-11.  Ryan Todd, Kelvin Schleif, and Nurit Bloom each came up with game

saving blocks as Boston converted two more until Miller's heroic toss barely beat two defenders

to end the game.

The non-fair-weather fans in attendance were inspired by the quality of play. The flow of

movement on the field was fast-paced and smooth. They enjoyed the halftime raffle prizes and

planned to bring more friends to games with better weather.

Keeping with Ultimate Frisbee’s core concept of “Spirit of the Game,” the behavior of the

players was very professional and sportsmanlike, setting a positive example for the young fans.

Detailed information is at TheUltimateShowcase.com.
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